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Being Innovative - Lessons Learned from the Practice of Technology Commercialization

Abstract
Innovation has emerged as a critical priority for organizations of all types to ensure prosperity and future success. In these times of sluggish economic performance, financial austerity, and intense global competition, every organization, including higher education, needs to implement processes and a culture of innovation that deliver more value from every available resource. Engineers must be the leaders of this implementation.

Despite the attention to innovation, the philosophies and best practices of “being innovative” are still emerging. Just as the philosophies and academic discipline of leadership have emerged over the last decades, it is believed that innovation will follow the same path. Concepts will be developed from practicing innovation stage development projects and observing and recording best practices from successful outcomes.

Rose-Hulman Ventures, a technology commercialization program, is described where corporate partners bring concepts, research results, and intellectual property and teams of faculty, staff, and students develop designs, models, and prototypes as part of the commercialization process. Over ten years of operation, the program has worked with hundreds of industrial clients in a broad range of industry segments. These projects come after the research stage and fall in the critical innovation stage of development where technologies are prepared for success in the marketplace. Through these projects, several guiding principles and best practices have emerged for the process of innovation.

The paper summarizes eight “best practices” learned from these innovation-stage projects. In a broader sense, the best practices are appropriate not only for technology commercialization projects, but as guidelines of how to “be innovative” for both individuals and organizations. These eight best practices will be supported both by current literature in innovation management and the experiences of a decade of innovation and education success.

Background
The term “innovation” is widely used in a variety of contexts. Innovation can take place at a variety of levels and activities including business model innovation, product and process innovation, and enabling and managing for innovation.

In this paper, we consider innovation in the context of bridging the gap between invention and commercialization. In Schoen, invention and innovation are viewed as cyclic processes with the innovation cycle translating inventions and ideas into tangible products and services that have value to the marketplace and customers. Participants in “innovation stage” projects start with a concept, an invention, or intellectual property and the project usually lacks a detailed
Importance of Innovation

Innovation is emerging as a top priority for both corporate and academic organizations. In a Boston Consulting survey of top executives, innovation was named as a top three corporate priority by 72% of respondents. In challenging economic times, when growth in revenue is difficult to achieve, “being innovative” is critical to maximizing the returns from available resources. From an academic perspective, innovation may be essential to meet the challenges of increasing expectations and declining sources of support. For example, Christensen and Eyring believe that online education and the Internet are poised to disrupt many of the traditional processes of higher education.

Although the innovation process goes well beyond engineering disciplines, it is fair to say that engineers are at the heart of most of the innovation the world is seeking. The process that brings about the new products and processes includes the discovery of new knowledge and creating inventions. Arthur describes the term “standard engineering” as a form of expression of intention that solves problems as they arise using combinations of creativity and existing knowledge about technology. Innovating is not the application of a rigid set of rules in a disciplined process, but a much messier collection of activities that involve social organization, as well as the laws of science. The skills needed for this process are hard to reduce to traditional educational approaches and seem to require engagement with actual innovation and all of the uncertainties that entails.

Innovation and Educational Outcomes at Rose-Hulman

As an institution focused on being a leader in undergraduate engineering, science, and mathematics education, Rose-Hulman is committed to providing an academic experience of the highest quality. In the 21st century, this must include the opportunity to learn by doing. These practice experiences must provide applications of state of the art technology, demonstrations of teamwork, opportunities for leadership development, and use of processes for successful innovation. The Rose-Hulman Ventures program provides these features through high quality student internships that are supported by industrial clients seeking results that will be important for their businesses.

The Rose-Hulman Ventures (RHV) program began in 1999 with generous Lilly Endowment funding as a unique program providing outstanding experiential learning opportunities for math, science, and engineering students. The program operates as a technology center engaging students and technology-based companies in fee for service project work that provides paid student internship experiences with the challenges and excitement of real professional practice. It offers unique benefits beyond a curriculum based approach to both the client companies and students, including realistic, cross functional views of the innovation process and the need for real deliverables. The program operates on a continuous, year-round basis with ongoing project work with 20-22 companies involving 65 students and 16 staff/faculty members working on the projects. The program impacts local economic development through the Terre Haute Innovation

specification for development. Their challenge is to evaluate a variety of design concepts and implement the best results in timely and practical ways that make commercialization feasible.
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As an institution focused on being a leader in undergraduate engineering, science, and mathematics education, Rose-Hulman is committed to providing an academic experience of the highest quality. In the 21st century, this must include the opportunity to learn by doing. These practice experiences must provide applications of state of the art technology, demonstrations of teamwork, opportunities for leadership development, and use of processes for successful innovation. The Rose-Hulman Ventures program provides these features through high quality student internships that are supported by industrial clients seeking results that will be important for their businesses.

The Rose-Hulman Ventures (RHV) program began in 1999 with generous Lilly Endowment funding as a unique program providing outstanding experiential learning opportunities for math, science, and engineering students. The program operates as a technology center engaging students and technology-based companies in fee for service project work that provides paid student internship experiences with the challenges and excitement of real professional practice. It offers unique benefits beyond a curriculum based approach to both the client companies and students, including realistic, cross functional views of the innovation process and the need for real deliverables. The program operates on a continuous, year-round basis with ongoing project work with 20-22 companies involving 65 students and 16 staff/faculty members working on the projects. The program impacts local economic development through the Terre Haute Innovation
Alliance. Over 2,500 internship positions have been offered to 825 students working on a range of design, prototyping, and testing projects for over 132 client companies.

Virtually all of the projects in the program are “innovation stage” projects (as opposed to research focus) as depicted in Figure 1. The work of Schoen⁵ also suggests two cycles; one for invention and one for innovation, Figure 2. The projects often begin with a rough concept or intellectual property from the work done in the research or invention stage. The goals and objectives of the client project often includes the activities of design, modeling, prototyping, or testing which clearly fall in the innovation stage of advancing/enhancing a development toward commercialization and the marketplace.

Methodology: The Foundation of the Lessons
After more than a decade of experience with the “innovation stage” projects described above, the experiences of the program have shed light on the processes that bring about effective innovation. For Rose-Hulman Ventures, effectiveness has two dimensions; meeting or exceeding client expectations and educating the interns.

Established processes for technology innovation are still emerging in the literature. Conventional wisdom generally assumes that innovation follows naturally from breakthrough discoveries by creative people. Those involved in actual innovation are well aware that it is a long, difficult journey from a discovery to a useful new product or process. And that journey involves more demonstrations of creativity, as well as a hard work and learning from errors. There are well established principles of design, but innovation goes beyond those. There are many contributions from authors from different fields, but there does not appear to be an agreed upon set of best practices that work in a wide variety of contexts. In fact, Reis¹¹ argues that resource poor firms cannot use elaborate processes that big corporations apply and must be more systematic about making efforts and analyzing feedback from them. This “doing and learning” process of innovation is very much in line with the approaches used at Rose-Hulman Ventures to both satisfy clients and prepare students for their careers. Other recent literature provides further third party verification for the conclusions drawn from the experiences at Rose-Hulman Ventures.

How does Rose-Hulman Ventures identify best practices when they are observed? One approach to revealing such things would be to collect data that can be used to statistically support or refute hypotheses about phenomena like innovation. In medicine, epidemiology generates much knowledge about practices and/or protocols and their connection to measures of mortality and morbidity. However, the notion of a population of innovation projects is difficult to imagine. Do such projects have enough similarity to meet the criteria of a statistical population, let alone representative samples of such a population? Earlier stages of the generation of new medical practices are based far more on “clinical” methodology of observing and recording information and results of specific cases. This stage of generating new practices may be based on qualitative judgments of the professionals involved. This seems to be an appropriate analogy for innovation processes at Rose-Hulman Ventures.
The lessons that will be described below are believed to be “best practices” because they represent common themes observed in many projects and success has happened more often when they have been applied. Success in these cases is determined primarily by feedback from clients who have embraced the work done as useful for their purposes. An independent survey by Walker Information, a national firm specializing in measuring levels of customer satisfaction, found that industrial clients of the program had a higher degree of loyalty than the average for their for-profit business clients\textsuperscript{12}. The other aspect of success is its benefits for students’ educational outcomes. Assessment has shown that the lessons described here have led to achievement of the outcomes desired of engineering education\textsuperscript{9}. There is also evidence that student participation in the program is viewed very positively by potential employers\textsuperscript{12}. These lessons first appeared for a ten year anniversary celebration for the program\textsuperscript{13}.

A Review of the Lessons
Within each project, there are opportunities to apply some or all of these lessons. In some cases, there is extensive support for the lessons in the literature on innovation, but other lessons are not as well known. These lessons often seem unique to the type of work being done, but they are likely to have application in a broader sense to other areas of the enterprise. For each lesson, the following paragraphs will describe the Rose-Hulman Ventures experiences, point out any literature that supports the conclusions from those experiences, and indicate any reinforcement that has been received from industrial clients.

1. Anyone Can Play
Innovation is a priority for all organizations and individuals and it lies within the grasp of anyone willing to make the reach. It is not a commodity or skill that can be controlled or mastered only by the wealthy or powerful – anyone and any organization can play and be successful at innovation.

RHV clients have ranged from one or two person startups to multibillion dollar corporations, and both types of organizations have been successful at innovation. They have ranged from leading edge medical device companies to a natural gas utility looking for better ways to maintain delivery lines. While some customers have deep technical expertise, others are far more dependent on the skills of the team. However, all of these organizations have been initiators and active participants in the innovation process.

This somewhat contradicts analysts like Baumol\textsuperscript{14} who argue that large firms do incremental innovation and small firms do breakthroughs. A recent paper by Mandel\textsuperscript{15} notes that current economic conditions, including globalization, are leading to the prominence of large firms in launching innovations. Over two decades ago, Von Hippel\textsuperscript{16} found that different industries generated innovation at different stages of the value chain. For example, 77\% of the major scientific instrument innovations were developed by users while 90\% of the innovations in engineering plastics were by manufacturers.
The point for engineering educators interested in entrepreneurship perspectives for students is that those students will need the basics of innovation and entrepreneurship no matter where their careers are going to take them. Innovation is not just something that R&D departments do.

Innovation is a skill and it does not require extensive training, capital investment, or facilities. It does require a mindset of being innovative with the available resources. Indeed, resource constraints are often the best motivators for innovation. Rose-Hulman Ventures has learned that input from all sources is valuable in meeting the challenges of finding a new way. Students who have not really begun their professional careers have been integral to major innovation process successes. Moreover, it is not just those with high grade point averages that are contributing. Anyone can play.

2. **It’s a Team Sport**

Innovation requires the talents and contributions of many people both internal and external to your organization. A significant part of the process of being innovative is building the right team, infrastructure, and culture. These are not new conclusions, and there are many examples in the literature to support the lesson. The issues in teaming go beyond the obvious need to more specific questions of what specifically makes a group an innovative team.

A key aspect of having everyone play is the need for cross-functional teams. There is much literature highlighting the importance of getting university disciplines to collaborate. What is not so apparent, especially to engineering students, is the importance of technicians working with engineers. This has been demonstrated in a number of Rose-Hulman Ventures projects, including joint efforts with students and faculty of a local community college.

The work of Kelley\(^\text{17}\) provides several related insights to the myth of the “lone genius” and the team concept. The composition of the ideal innovation team is described and includes ten different faces or roles. These roles include not only technical skills in the required areas but also business, social, and cultural skills. In Morris\(^\text{18}\), it is noted that innovation often arises from connecting disparate perspectives and approaches. This suggests that innovation is clearly a team activity and one should intentionally seek out diversity in team members.

A unique feature of Rose-Hulman Ventures in an educational setting is that the formation and operation of the team is very much like it happens in industry. Some team members start at the beginning and leave before the work is done. Others come in the middle, and pick up someone else’s work and move it toward completion. Team members are recruited for the skills they bring not their major or class standing. The team line-up is fluid, yet the different members have to learn, adapt and contribute immediately to the innovative direction.

Team members must have the ability to enter/exit an innovative project at different stages, bring particular skills and abilities, coordinate with a variety of team members, and take ownership and contribute to the project, even if it is only for a matter of weeks.
3. **Speed Wins**

Being innovative means sometimes trying ninety-nine new things and the last trial is successful. Thomas Edison allegedly maintained that not succeeding in thousands of attempts to make a viable incandescent bulb was not failure, but learning what did not work. A priority of speed in development, prototyping, and communication allows you to “fail fast and often” to reach the successful outcomes that positively impact your organization. Furthermore, speed in getting to a prototype can mean rapid, useful feedback from customers.

Beyond the benefits to the innovation and commercialization processes, a focus on speed positively impacts organizational culture as well. A focus on speed creates a clear sense of urgency and engagement in the organization. A consequence of a focus on speed is that it may create some organizational discomfort as it may mean bypassing traditional processes of careful study, planning, and consensus building. However, those processes are based upon much more knowledge and certainty than truly innovative projects are going to have.

Notice that these comments are not about being first to market, although that can have some advantages. The goal here is to shift the approach from one of trying to anticipate and design for everything to a keep it simple, try it and learn approach. The IDEO mantra of “enlightened trial and error succeeds over the planning of the lone genius” also supports the speed in prototyping concept.

Traditional engineering education generally does not treat failure as a positive outcome. Students are generally conservative in their approaches, even to independent projects, because they need positive results for a satisfactory grade. Innovation is different. There is no way to know what you need to know to be truly disruptive for example. So it is necessary to keep trying and learning.

Extending this concept to the enterprise, the entire organization must focus on speed in all areas to really develop a culture of innovation. The technology and development teams can focus on innovation and speed, but if other groups in the organization do not, the effectiveness of the entire approach suffers. Rose-Hulman Ventures students and staff have observed this in client companies as the results of their work become successful products or are accepted, but not implemented well.

4. **Scopes Creep**

A development project typically starts with a project scope document including requirements and drawings describing the direction and destination for the proposed work. “Scope creep” or shifting direction is often characterized as evil and to be avoided at all cost. In reality, scopes do creep, issues arise, and it is rare that a project ends where you thought it would. This is particularly true for innovation. The history of innovation has countless stories of efforts that were successful with products that were different from the original idea.
Innovation is a learning process and customers learn, too. They refine or even change their expectations as they acquire more knowledge. Moreover, the process of innovation is occurring in a dynamic environment where markets and technologies are changing before development projects can be completed. The lesson is to set a direction at the outset of a project and build in the flexibility to allow the project some latitude to follow its own course as new knowledge becomes available.

5. **Walnuts Before Peanuts**
Any prototyping or development project breaks down into a number of tasks to be completed and it is typically the case that there are a few “tough nuts” which are the difficult or challenging tasks. These may be challenges of many types including technical, packaging, usability, or manufacture. The lesson is to prioritize tasks by expected difficulty and work on and crack the “tough nuts” first. It is easy to look over the range of challenges to be addressed and focus first on completing the many easy tasks. This often results in getting stuck on the last tough one. Solving it often means going back and revising solutions to many of the others or adopting a completely different approach to the problem.

In Schindel, the innovation skill set is described in three dimensions of skills: discovery, discipline, and systems engineering. In a systems approach, it is common to decompose a problem into modular functional components and address each separately. Using discipline expertise related to the development project, it is possible decompose the project into several functional components and identify the most challenging ones first.

6. **Communication is Key**
The key to tracking and controlling innovation stage projects is communication. Regular communication among team members and stakeholders is the lesson. With scopes that creep and a focus on speed, traditional project management techniques of tracking schedule and budget often are not effective. Communication in the form of email, project update reports, phone calls, and meetings will keep everyone apprised of project status. Daily or weekly frequency of communication is recommended. At Rose-Hulman Ventures, daily communication is the norm between development teams and clients. If communication frequency slows to greater than a week, this is often the sign of a troubled project.

Additional benefits of this approach are that direct communication requires close interaction between project members and getting beyond the limitations of word and experience. For example, the client or stakeholders may not know how to articulate what they really need. Or the meanings of their words can change over time; see lesson 4.

This finding aligns with the work of Hansen where documented systems approach for storing and communicating information is more appropriate in mature enterprises with standard products where regimented information storage is necessary. A personalized, people oriented approach is recommended for less mature or more innovative enterprises where new knowledge is created more rapidly and frequently.
7. Write it Down
Innovation and being innovative is a skill and a habit. Keep a log or a journal of ideas and sketches of things to try or new ideas. Creative and innovative thoughts often come at different times and places. Write them down or sketch them out for later reflection. Sketching and concept diagrams are also a great way to document thoughts in simple forms. It would also be good to think briefly and make notes about feasibility. Timmons\textsuperscript{21} and others have pointed out that ideas alone seldom have much value. Innovation skills include being able to quickly think through execution issues and evaluate potential. Since ideas can be plentiful, it is good to at least quickly consider and write down obstacles, as well as promise. At the same time, this is not to say that difficulties should cause ideas to be forgotten. Morris\textsuperscript{18} has noted that innovation is often the result of combinations of information from disparate sources. Good innovation processes need to document and collect thoughts in ways that facilitate retrieval and application when needed.

8. Lead from the Side
A traditional top-down management style of the authoritative boss giving direction does not create a culture of innovation. Lead from the side and give your co-workers the confidence and resources to step up and try new ideas and build a culture of innovation. This framework for thinking about how to lead grew out of the experiences of both trying to innovate and trying to provide students with skills that would make them innovators. The faculty and project engineers at Rose-Hulman Ventures provide clear leadership yet position themselves to encourage the student team to produce as much as possible with guidance when needed and also intervene to prevent catastrophic mistakes. Students within the teams are encouraged to operate the same way with the other students. They are to step forward when they can contribute to the success of the team. Innovation often requires leadership to change from person to person depending upon the context of the problems that must be solved. Students observe the leading from the side by the project engineers and faculty mentors and have those observations reinforced by events, activities and speakers that address the importance of collaboration to get results. Students learn that assuming leadership when their skills are needed is not about seizing power or a superior position, but facilitating the path of the team through the situation.

The entrepreneurship and innovation literature includes many words of advice about leadership, but thinking about it in this positional way is not apparent in the discussions. Allen\textsuperscript{22}, for example, describes leadership traps that include leader isolation from the team, the need to have the “right answer” and not building support. Byers\textsuperscript{23} says that “leadership is the process of influencing and motivating people to work together to achieve a common goal by helping them secure the knowledge, power, tools, and processes to do so.” It is also suggested that the leader “can be thought of as a leader of a jazz band”. This seems aligned with the positioning being discussed here. However, the lesson here is that the place of the leader should be explicit, especially to those who are trying to provide leadership.

This leading from the side approach also explicitly addresses some emerging thinking about the nature of entrepreneurial behavior and advancements in technology. Historically, the
typical approaches to innovation seem to be founded on the use of knowledge to predict outcomes and then to use those predictions to guide the development process. That is, innovation uses causal logic to guide decisions. Recently, a new model from Sarasvathy suggests that the future of a business or technology cannot be predicted and that entrepreneurs operate using a logic of controlling the situations as the future unfolds. The hypotheses following from this shift in theory have found support in studies of the behavior of ‘expert entrepreneurs’, see Duening. It suggests that the traditional idea that the leader should provide direction based upon superior knowledge does not apply. Instead, the team should be learning to control phenomena arising during the innovation process. This is consistent with the earlier lessons about the team and the scope. It is also connected to the recent work of Arthur on the nature of technology and its advances as a “messy vitality” that combines lots of existing known technologies, rather than a process to discover the pure order of things.

Conclusions for Education and Further Investigation
A collection of eight best practices for innovation in technology development projects have been presented. These results provide guidance for not only development and prototyping projects but also serve as motivating themes for innovation at higher levels of the enterprise. For undergraduate engineering, math, and science education, the message is clear that innovation skills must be taught to our graduates. These skills will be a requirement for success in the workplace of the future. Innovation is also a priority for colleges and universities to develop new operating approaches to adapt to the challenges of rising costs and declining support.

While these practices have been observed and captured as best-practices, more work is needed to systematically verify that these best practices are common across a broader range of experiences. This will require the reduction of these practices to brief phrases that can be used reliably in surveys of both clients and students to get perceptions of their presence in projects. Data on the presence of best practices will then be compared to the measures of client satisfaction that determine project success. Efforts will also be made to categorize projects to determine if the lessons are indeed universally valuable. Such measures will be important for further validating the lessons offered here. They will also provide the basis of a quality system for Rose-Hulman Ventures. Ultimately, Rose-Hulman and other institutions can find ways to incorporate these lessons within the curriculum so that the schools are themselves innovative and graduating leaders for the innovation processes of the future. Feedback from engineering education colleagues on the lessons framed here will be crucial in attaining that goal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Idea</th>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Product and Market Concept</th>
<th>Product Development</th>
<th>Product Launch</th>
<th>Business Scale-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>Inventor</td>
<td>Scientist</td>
<td>Engineer/ Business Engineer/ Technician</td>
<td>Engineer/ Technician</td>
<td>Engineer/ Technician</td>
<td>All Fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>New idea or vision</td>
<td>Develop and test new scientific results, new inventions, proven technology, and intellectual property.</td>
<td>Develop product concepts and test market feasibility, evaluate technical and market risks.</td>
<td>Develop working prototypes for concepts, refine, and finalize product.</td>
<td>Develop manufacturing processes and scale up, cost analysis.</td>
<td>Develop engineering, manufacturing, and business support systems. Growth and economic impact.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 - Linear Invention to Innovation Model

Figure 2 – Schoen\textsuperscript{5} Innovation Cycle Model
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